Eslhalha7kw’hiwus:
Rewilding an Urban Community

Final Report June 2016

Eslhelha7kw`hiwus is a Squamish word shared with us by language keeper Rebecca
Duncan, who received it from her late father. It describes how our lines are all connected: to each other, the land, the plants, and our ancestors; and it expresses the
intention of our project to re-establish a respectful relationship of balance between
a human community and its place through cultural sharing, art and study.

Deepest thanks to these organizations and individuals for making
Eslhalha7kw’hiwus: Rewilding an Urban Community possible:
Our funders, TD Friends of the Environment Foundation, the Vancouver Park
Board: Arts Culture and Engagement Department, and EartHand Gleaners Society
Our First Nations elders and colleagues sharing their languages and cultural
knowledge, Henry Charles, Rebecca Duncan, and Tracy Williams
Our project witnesses, Melodie Flook and Jacki Mayo.
Our collaborator and school support, class teacher MaryAnn Persoon and Lord
Strathcona Elementary School

This Final Report was prepared by Rebecca Graham to complement the project
blog at
https://trilliumnorthpark.com/seasonal-almanac-a-school-residency/
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Introduction

				
Place-based environmental education is one of the
most compelling movements in education today.
Emphasizing the reconnection of students to the
natural and human communities around them, it is
an approach that has been shown to have positive
effects on student engagement, achievement, and
well-being; and is supported by the BC Government’s new curriculum guide. However, there are
barriers to teachers and educators using placebased approaches with their students: cost, uncertainty about safety, the need for curriculum-linked
activities, and access to suitable sites, partners and
projects are some of the major hurdles. Finding
ways of overcoming these barriers is the next step.
By setting up a long-term program of place-based
education in a ‘rewilded’ Vancouver park for a group
of inner-city grade 6/7’s, the project Eslhalha7kw’hiwus: Rewilding an Urban Community adds to the
conversation about overcoming these hurdles. With
funding from the TD Friends of the Environment
Foundation and the Vancouver Park Board: Arts
Culture and Engagement Department, class teacher
MaryAnn Persoon and artist Sharon Kallis of EartHand Gleaners Society collaborated to create an
eight-month program of activities that incorporated science and observation, stewardship, cultural
sharing, and eco-art. The intention was to create a
foundation of knowledge and experience that will
allow Ms.Persoon and her colleagues to become
self-sustaining in place-based teaching practices,
and pass along practical skills and examples to
others.
The project grants from TD Friends of the Environment Foundation, the Vancouver Park Board: Arts,
Culture and Engagement Department and EartHand Gleaners Society covered the costs of some
tools and supplies, enhanced biodiversity at the
park through additional plantings, and sponsored
guest speakers, documentation, and the involvement of Sharon Kallis as lead artist.

Introduction to Eco-Art

Eco-art -- creating art and cultural objects out of
materials gathered from the local landscape -- encompasses ecological awareness, cultural awareness, stewardship, and the development of manual
skills. The projects can be adapted to engage and
challenge a diversity of learners within one group.
Eco-art develops skills as well as core competencies and big ideas. It enhances the sciences, math,
humanities and language arts in ways that are
accessible and engaging, and the creative nature
of the work and the focus on positive interactions
with the landscape give learners a sense of agency and optimism. Also, being engaged in creative
manual activities has a special effect on groups of
people working together; it fosters deeper conversations and greater empathy, enhancing community
cohesiveness.
In terms of cultural awareness, many of the skills,
such as rope-making, spinning, weaving and dyeing,
date from paleolithic times; they can both highlight
and transcend cultural differences. Educators can
use eco-art to cultivate appreciation for indigenous
cultures without inadvertent cultural appropriation.
In terms of ecological awareness, eco-art and
ancestral skills foster an approach to nature which
can be profoundly different from the mainstream;
instead of being beautiful backdrop, endangered
victim, or resource to exploit, students can experience nature as a web of non-human communities
with its own dynamics and purposes, and with
which we can interact respectfully and regeneratively.

Part One: The Project

Participants

The participants in the project were grade 6/7 students from an inner city school in Vancouver. As a
group, they encompassed a great diversity of backgrounds, aptitudes, interests and learning styles.
The project was facilitated by their class teacher,
MaryAnn Persoon, and artist and project coordinator Sharon Kallis. In addition, the group had support from their regular support worker Lesley Appel
and from several regular project witnesses and
volunteers, including Melodie Flook, Jacki Mayo,
and Rebecca Graham. Important contributors were
the three guest speakers from First Nations: Henry
Charles, Tracy Williams, and Rebecca Duncan.
MaryAnn has been using nature- and place-based
approaches in her classroom for years. She says,
“you can’t teach out of a book when half your class
has learning challenges; you have to take them
outside and make it tactile and creative.” Addressing a diversity of learners and providing opportunities for them to practice core competency skills
were critical. In addition, MaryAnn was concerned
with creating a cohesive, inclusive class community; making sure each student had the chance to
sense their own potential as a learner; and that the
students practice observation and awareness of
themselves and their surroundings.

Setting

Structure & Dynamics
The project’s setting was Trillium North Park,
The timeline for the project was from late
opened by The Vancouver Park Board in 2014 as a
November 2015 to June 2016, encompassing
model ‘rewilded’ park, intended to become a conalmost a full year’s growth cycle. MaryAnn and
centration of biodiversity and support place-based
Sharon set all the dates for the project at the
education through stewardship and creative combeginning of the term, based on MaryAnn’s esmunity projects. The park is only a ten minute walk tablished practice of Thursday field trips days;
from the school, and contains pollinator meadows
they avoided exceptions in order to simplify
and swales featuring plants native to British Coscheduling. They identified categories of aclumbia, many of which were identified for their
tivities that would be seasonally appropriate
significance in First Nations’ technology. For millen- and connect with classroom work as much as
nia, three Coast Salish First Nations, the XwMuthkpossible; then they plotted these out on the
wium (Musqueam), Swxwú7mesh (Squamish) and
calendar, allowing room for emergent lines of
Tsleil-waututh, exercised overlapping traditional
inquiry.
rights to the land.
Sharon and MaryAnn communicated
Several factors make Trillium North Park a good
regularly by text and occasionally met in persetting for a long term, place-based education
son to check in and discuss the direction the
project. First of all, its emphasis on native plants
project was taking. Generally, the class came
creates a food web which supports local biodiversi- to the park at least once a week in all types of
ty, the ‘critters’ that help to keep students interested weather, though a few of the sessions in Janin what’s going on in the place and make being
uary and February that required focused work
outside more meaningful for them. Biodiversity is
on skill development were scheduled for the
especially important -- and often difficult to find
classroom. As the weather warmed up, Mary-- in an urban or suburban setting, but Trillium’s
Ann brought the class down to the park for PE
‘rewilded’ design and its connection along a green
as well.
corridor of community gardens make it a biodiverAt the park, each student in the class
sity ‘hotspot’
chose a spot to be his/her “own spot”, to which
Second, the native plants are also relevant to anhe/she returned on a weekly basis for periods
cestral lifeways and cultural sharing. They provide
of quiet observation and reflection. Working in
materials good for making things, and the park
their sketchbooks with the guidance of the artwas intended as a place where people can learn
ists, the students recorded the weather, insect
about the plants and interact with them in this way. and plant life, seasonal changes in the ecology
The official park steward of Trillium North Park is
and their own thoughts about their spots with
EartHand Gleaners Society, of which Sharon Kallis
a combination of drawings, charts, and journal
is the executive director. EartHand is responsible
entries. Complementing the core routine of the
for managing the swales and some of the planted
sit spot, the second part of each session genareas of the park, and runs programming such as
erally included stewardship, foraging, making,
this project that use the plants in community art
and cultural sharing activities.
projects.
Third, Trillium North has utilities such as water,
light and electricity, a small heated indoor space
and covered areas for work, and storage for tools
and materials. Tools and hot tea are at the ready,
and students can store some books and art projects
on site in between sessions.

The project opened in late November
2015 with ceremony and a sense of embarking
on a journey together -- getting to know the park,
choosing sit spots, and sharing an inspiring circle
with Musqueam speaker Henry Charles, who told
us stories about the land and history, sang songs,
and got us dancing ‘eagle’ and ‘wolf.’ Squamish language holder Rebecca Duncan came to class and
taught us vocabulary, and the special song commissioned by EartHand Gleaners Society for us to
sing as we harvested the plants from the park for
making our projects. Sharon taught the students
about plant growth patterns, showing them what
to look for in spirals, whorls, branches, explosions
and fractals. Not much was growing then except
for some determined yarrow, but the students were
intrigued by the idea.

January kicked off with a dusting of snow
and a walkabout at the park to investigate the
hints of lifeunderneath. Back in the classroom, we
played around with making paint from natural pigments, and introduced weaving, rope-making, spinning and twining skills. Inspiration was high during
Squamish weaver Tracy Williams’ visit at the end
of the month; Tracy shared with us her traditional
twining skills and many other fascinating traditional tools and materials, and brought home the point
that these skills are ancestral skills for all of us, no
matter where we come from, because we all share
the paleolithic ancestors who developed them.

February was time to go back to the park to
re-engage our bodies and practice our weaving and
plant identification skills, and learn about mapping.
The ground was bare and damp, and the swales
had obviously been suffering from people tramping
through them; conditions were perfect for weaving
willow fences with the fresh willow that had just
been harvested from the Means of Production Garden, an artists’ resource garden in a nearby neighbourhood. We broke up into groups, staked out
circles with dried willow, and used our new twining
skills to create fencing. The area enclosed by the
fences became the students’ “stewardship circles,”
areas that they were responsible for mapping and
monitoring. The students were really challenged to
identify the plants by their winter forms alone and
get their circle maps down in their sketchbooks,
but their enthusiasm for using shovels and pulling up invasives was unparalleled. We followed up
these activities in a later session by creating large
group collage maps of the circles, going deeper
into concepts related to cartography and representation.

March was about planting and transplanting: moving some plants that were not flourishing
into more appropriate habitats on site, planting
others which had been donated, and adding some
wildflower seeds to the stewardship circles. The
students also had their first chance to practice harvesting, offering songs and words of gratitude and
good intention to the community of plants as they
harvested willow and sedges for weaving in April.
MaryAnn covered sexual and asexual reproduction
with the class as well.

April and May were busy months, which
started with hatching of mason bee cocoons to
populate the Pollinator House; and later, the release of the butterflies that the students had been
watching transform in their classroom. The growth
at the park during this period was phenomenal, and
the students’ skill development likewise. Lupines,
yarrow and Nootka roses grew rapidly and burst
into bloom; we attempted to keep a count, but
the growth was, literally, exponential, and soon
outpaced our abilities to track it. The students
settled into working on eco-art projects, practicing
rope-making and making pieces that they would be
able to make into net bags. They also started making Catalonian Tension Trays, a basket form that
Sharon and Rebecca Graham learned from visiting
Catalonian weavers Josep and Magda Mercader
in 2014. The students did a lot more stewardship
work, ranging beyond their stewardship circles to
pull invasive species including scotch broom (cytisus scoparius), butterfly bush (budleia davidii), and
blackberry (rubus discolor). Through experimentation with plants from the park, we discovered that
common velvet grass, holcus lanais, and the common species purple archangel or purple dead-nettle, lamium purpurea, are excellent rope-making
materials.

June was the culmination and celebration of
all that we had learned. Students completed their
eco-art projects, and shared their work, observations and insights with Henry Charles, who visited
again to be our guest, share songs and stories, and
hear about our journey. As a final celebration, we
hosted a pancake breakfast at the park. Students
got to eat pancakes using their Catalonian Tension
Trays (with parchment paper on top) as plates, and
share their work with members of the Vancouver
Park Board Park Rangers.

“Seeing how
fast the stuff at my
sit spot grew in four
weeks”

“Making
rope”

“Learning about how
to make things out of natural
materials, and when we started it
seemed really hard and I wasn’t sure
I could do it but after we practiced I
learned how and I now I have a really
big sense of accomplishment.”

“What

was the most
important thing you
observed or discovered
on this project?”

“Learning about
all the different things
that we can make out of
nature”

“I learned
that I actually like
being outside, just sitting and being in nature.”

“How when we
started making the tension trays I thought they
were hard and I really hated
them, and now they’re my
favourite things!”

Part Two: Reflections

Many of the students said that being in the
cold and wet conditions was the most challenging
Getting Outside
part of the project. Some of those students were
We think the single biggest factor in this
the same ones who consistently under-dressed
project’s impact on the students was consistent
and refused to wear rubber boots when offered. Yet
time outside: down at the park once a week in
many of them did begin to dress with more awarethe winter, and often twice and three times after
ness of the weather; or at least, didn’t argue when
the weather began to warm up in the spring. The
told to bring their jackets. It was clear that they
proximity of the park to the school was key to
had become more resilient as a result of their regfacilitating this access, since the class could walk
ular park experiences, because when it poured rain
down and be at the park within fifteen minutes of
during their overnight camping trip in Stanley Park
the start of the school day. Funding from the TD
in late May, they bore their soaking wet running
Friends of the Environment Foundation provided a shoes and tents without complaint. They had, of
class set of rubber boots and rain ponchos which
course, declined the option of bringing the rubber
were helpful during the colder and wetter months, boots.
though not everyone would choose to wear them.
MaryAnn also reported that she saw less
Being at the park so much, engaged in work, extreme behaviour this year compared to previous
seemed to change the students’ relationship to
years. Though some of this may be attributable to
being outside. In December, when they arrived at
the fact that a higher percentage of the group was
the park, they would lose focus entirely and dash
reading at grade level, she believes much of it is
for the playground; the outdoors was just a backdue to the time they spent outdoors at Trillium, colground for games and play. Once redirected to task, laborating together as a group in a setting where
they could focus for only about twenty-five minacademic abilities don’t matter, and their hands
utes, and required the presence of an adult guide
were meaningfully engaged. Everyone seemed
nearby to stay on-task. By late April, the students
more mellow at school and out at the park. As they
could go to their sit-spot, remain alone for 15
sat at the long table eating dinner together during
minutes, and then stay on task for up to 45 minutes. their overnight camping trip, MaryAnn described
MaryAnn reported that she felt it was a very valunoticing how unified they were; there were no
able experience for them to find out that ‘outdoors’ cliques, they were all talking together as one.
is more than a convenient location for play, but
also for work and observation.
We noticed that overall, the students bonded with the park as ‘their place’ and became invested in what happened there. They learned to sit on
the ground without drama, and noticed in great
detail what was going on in their sit spots, and how
their plants had grown. For many years MaryAnn
had access to a school bus and would take her
class on field trips to play in natural areas; now,
Trillium North Park is filling that gap for them. She
reported that by April, the students were enthusiastic about coming down to the park for PE and
enjoyed epic games of capture the flag there; when
there were other children at the park, she reported
that they struggled with a sense of intrusion. When
we asked them if they felt more connected to nature than they did before, many of their faces lit up.

Structuring & Guiding

We found that the best way to streamline
the transition from school to park was to send
the students directly to their spots, then call them
together to greet the artists and volunteers and
discuss the day’s activities or begin the lesson.
It seemed that the solitary time at their spots
grounded them at the park; they were then ready
to focus on taking in new information or learning a
new skill.
MaryAnn plans to continue with sit spots as
a core routine in her class next year. In future, she
will be more explicit with the students to choose
sites within the swales or the pollinator meadows,
the areas with the highest biodiversity, to ensure
that they have the most interesting opportunities
for observation. She will also create observation
forms for the students to fill in, including charts
for weather conditions and plant growth, to ensure
that the students gather a sufficient quality and
quantity of data to use in science and math activities.
During the active parts of our sessions, especially when learning new manual skills or working on stewardship activities that required adult
direction, we broke the students up into smaller
groups and called on our volunteers for help facilitating. This allowed us to accommodate different
activity groups concurrently, and give more explicit
guidance. In some cases, such as when learning
new manual skills, extra adult helpers were indispensable. Generally some combination of Lesley,
Melodie, Jacki and Rebecca was available to provide the extra hands and eyes necessary to keep
the class focused on learning some of the more
difficult skills.
In cold or damp weather, we ended with hot
herbal tea and discussion, once managing to pack
almost the entire class and most adults into one
of the heated shipping containers to sip tea and
review the morning. In warmer weather, students
stopped working on their projects, returned their
tools and materials, and immediately headed off to
play the games they had planned for recess break.
MaryAnn was committed to outdoor free play as
a key part of the project; she says the cognitive
benefits of giving her class a mental and physical
break after a period of focus and concentration are

very clear, and it helped them to develop a strong
bond with the park.
In the future, MaryAnn would change the
timing of sessions at the park from mornings to
afternoons, to take advantage of warmer afternoon
temperatures during the colder weather, and to
allow for students who declined to dress appropriately to go directly home after dismissal, instead
of having to go back to the classroom for a couple
hours of sitting in cold, damp clothes. She also felt
that in order to really settle in at the park there
would need to be a larger heated indoor space
where she could have them sit and work in books,
or warm up after a session in cold wet weather. She
plans on contacting one of the community gardens
in the area to ask permission to use their eco-pavilion, which is large enough for a class and also has
a wood stove -- adding the novelty of fire-tending
to the experience.

Being Safe

In urban environment there are not as many
natural hazards as in a wilderness setting, and help
is always near at hand for injuries. Several of the
adults on the project had first-aid certificates and
there is a first-aid kit in one of the shipping containers at Trillium North Park. We covered tool safety and safety around bees and wasps early in our
sessions, and generally the students’ respect for the
common sense rules was exemplary. No one in the
class had allergies that required an epi-pen, and
there were no bee stings or other injuries during
the project. The students are older and experienced
in navigating city streets; Trillium North Park was
only a short 800m walk for them, and the only busy
street they had to cross has a pedestrian-controlled
light and traffic calming features.
Nevertheless, the proximity and density of
people and infrastructure present challenges of
their own, and safety routines were an important
part of our project. As an inner-city park, there is
a wide range of interests and needs among the
community at Trillium North, including walkers,
athletes, pet owners, families, homeless people
and those with mental health struggles. Doing a
‘site sweep’ before the class arrived for hazards
like garbage, dumping, faeces, and sharps, as well
as checking on the public washrooms, were part of
our regular routine.
Patterns in park use -- even when illicit or
inconvenient to other users -- illuminate important insights into the needs of the community and
lessons in community dynamics. The washroom
building is locked from about ten o’clock at night,
and the students helped bring it to the Park Board’s
attention that this was causing some park users to
use the students’ sit spots in inappropriate ways.
The Park Board installed a porta-pottie off the
street that has proven to be an asset for all. A campaign of creative small signage placed throughout
the swales -- “Please don’t poop on our desks! This
area is used by students in a nature study project”
-- has also been quite effective in reminding pet
owners to ‘pick it up.’ One dog owner admitted discreetly to one of our colleagues that he used to be
the worst offender for letting his dog poop in the
wild areas of the swales, and now he realizes how
important it is to act more responsibly.

Being Part of the Community

The porta-pottie was something that the
kids helped to bring that has made life better for
the whole community, especially for marginalized
members. Musqueam speaker Henry Charles, who is
also involved with a Native health initiative in the
Downtown Eastside, acknowledged the students for
their contribution and expressed his pride in them
for it. Another important lesson about community
dynamics came in the form of some neighbourhood
‘guerilla gardeners.’
In April the park was visited a few times by
a gentleman who proudly wore a ‘Keep Vancouver
Beautiful’ high-visibility pinnie and enthusiastically ‘removed invasives.’ He did pull dandelions and
scotch broom, but when we observed him also pulling up milkweed and lupines, we intervened and
asked him to kindly leave those ones because they
were not invasive and, in fact, important elements
of the pollinator meadows. He was surprised to
hear this and questioned our expertise, but departed and hasn’t returned. His efforts had cost a few
students the plants they had been studying at their
sit spots, and they graciously accepted this and
moved to new spots.
In May, another guerilla gardener came and
cleared one of the stewardship circles so he could
plant potatoes and other garden crops. He had
not been involved in any other park programming,
and did not seem to recognize any of the plants
he removed, which included lupines, yarrow, and
milkweed, as having any value. When he came to
borrow a watering can from Sharon one morning,
it was clear that he just thought the little willow fence was a lovely and convenient border for
his new garden, and that he was doing good by
planting something that was, in his mind, more
worthwhile than what was there. Sharon had a very
diplomatic conversation with him about the fact
that the circle was part of a school project, and the
benefits of getting involved with park programming and finding out what was actually going on
in the park community. We have left this space as-is
for the meantime; it is a valuable teaching example about values, and how ‘stewardship’ is not just
about taking care of plants, but about community
relationships -- human, plant, and otherwise. The
students’ work documenting the flora and fauna

they observe at the park, as well as their stewardship and eco-art projects, benefit the wider community by enhancing public awareness of this ‘rewilded’ space, and creating a knowledge bank for future
place-based programming at Trillium North.
Big changes that will affect the park community and its programming in the future are the
redevelopment of the Georgia and Dunsmuir Viaducts, and the development of the new St.Paul’s
Hospital site. The viaduct project might begin as
early as 2017 and potentially increase traffic along
corridors separating the school and the park; MaryAnn expressed concern that from a class teacher’s
perspective, having to cross a major traffic artery
would effectively cut the park off as an option for
place-based education. MaryAnn took advantage of
an open house at the nearby works yard about the
viaduct redevelopment to give her class an opportunity to witness a civic decision making process in
action. The hospital development project is slated
to begin in 2017 and open its doors in 2021 or
2022.

Making EcoArt

EcoArt provided us with an approach to the
park which was focused on the web of communities there, past and present, rather than one that is
based on modern human perspectives and utility. It
created a space in which we could welcome other
generations and traditional knowledge holders
such as Rebecca Duncan, Tracy Williams and Henry
Charles to come and share with us while respecting
their cultural rights and integrity.
We found that the eco-art activities were
beneficial for class cohesion even when the students were working in small groups: while their
hands worked, they often had deep conversations
that healed relationships and processed other
topics. Together they planned for games that they
would play during recess, and they began to see the
diversity of each other’s strengths.
Research shows that learning and practicing manual skills is important, but MaryAnn
acknowledges that the cognitive and developmental benefits aren’t necessarily apparent and an
educator must persevere on trust. She notes that
many students in her class find it very difficult to
overcome challenges in general, and manual skills
are an example of that. Developmentally, many of
them are delayed and require assistance. She says
it is important to accept that they need help at this
stage and that it is good to help them; assistance
makes it a positive learning experience, and doesn’t
diminish the sense of accomplishment and pride
that the student has as a result.
MaryAnn sees rope-making as a very valuable addition to her teaching toolkit that she will
use and explore further in the future, but is unsure
whether she would be able to tackle some of the
more technically involved projects like Catalonian
Tension Trays without support from skilled volunteers. Nevertheless, many of the students cited
either learning to make rope, or the satisfaction of
learning to persevere through some of the challenges of the eco-art projects, as the highlights of
the project; it was the source of many memorable
personal triumphs.

Growing, Pride & Place

Many who struggled in the classroom found
that they had something to offer outside at the
park: the cynical student focused and got recognition for his drawings and sketchbook record; the
student who dealt with paralyzing anxiety inside
the classroom was boisterous with younger children outside, and began to step forward and volunteer his participation in the project activities; the
new student who didn’t speak English got respect
and acknowledgement from the others for her
manual skills, which developed very quickly.
One student spent hours sunk in a negative
attitude, dreading the tension tray project; but once
he got some focused attention and help to get
going, he was able to complete it within a short
amount of time. When a volunteer who had seen
him avoiding the task complimented him on his
completed tray, he took pains to explain the part
he did and the part the instructor did, but fairly
burst with pride and pleasure nonetheless. Another
student had very poor attendance in general, but
was so engaged by being at the park that he once
had his parent drop him off there directly rather
than miss it; and when he was at the park, it was
remarkable how he rose to all kinds of challenges.
Other students who struggle in the classroom and to record their thoughts and process on
paper proved themselves competent, observant
and knowledgeable about the web of life at the
park and in eco-art skills. One such student who
was also very quiet became adept at making very
fine rope; she spontaneously presented a necklace
of it to Henry Charles, who was touched, and pronounced he would wear it proudly while speaking
for his people at the University of Ottawa the following week. Henry also had this to say about the
program:
My day with the Students from Strathcona Elementary was wonderful. Their knowledge of the plant
life was amazing -- how well they understand the
importance of natural habitat. Their weaving of
rope and other fibrous plants reminded myself
of my youth in the 1960s. The program they are
running is probably one of the best I have seen of
young students in their pride and knowledge of
their studies of natural habitat.

Science educator and project witness Jacki Mayo
was also impressed by the students’ deep, experiential understanding of the growth process, and
felt that their awareness had been enhanced by
witnessing this in the context of a naturalized ecosystem. She pointed out that the mapping, social
studies, and biology connections could have only
been made in the context of a long term, placebased project such as ours. Watching two of the
students carefully follow butterflies across the pollinator meadow in June, Mayo observed,”these kids
have pride for what’s around them; they feel pride
for what they can do!”

Part Three: Next Steps
Ideas for Next Year

In future years, MaryAnn would like to
focus on fauna at the park, such as birds or insects. Though the students were reasonably well
engaged with the flora and became familiar with
many new plants and traditional uses of them, they
were clearly more enthusiastic about the release
of the mason bees and the butterflies; at one point,
many students cited the insects as being the highlights of their time at the park, even though they
were a relatively small part of the project. MaryAnn’s teaching experience with students of other
ages suggests to her that primary students and secondary students might be more enthusiastic about
plants than her intermediate students. Focusing on
fauna such as birds, of which we had many interesting sightings at the park, will also tie in better with
her custom of hatching salmon eggs, chicken eggs,
and butterflies in her classroom in the spring.
MaryAnn is inspired and already planning
for next year; she is sourcing a set of binoculars
for birdwatching, finding a place where she and
her students can go to warm up and dry off during
wet days next winter, and hoping to get access to
a school bus for field trips to Reifel Bird Sanctuary, Maplewood Flats, and other bird biodiversity
hotspots. MaryAnn holds a Class 4 license, so she
can drive the bus herself.
To focus on plants as a theme again, she
would make use of loupes and microscopes to
study details and cell structure; in her experience,
the novelty of changing scale is almost universally
appealing to grade 6/7 students. One of the outcomes of this project is that she was able to purchase a class set of magnifying glasses with money
from the TD Friends of the Environment Foundation grant.

Advice on Starting Out

MaryAnn’s advice for others getting started with
place-based education is to start with one thing
nature-based in the classroom -- salmon, chicks,
butterflies -- and to go from there. In the past,
MaryAnn has made use of all the parks within
walking distance from the school for giving her
students some of the advantages of place-based
education. There are some very good pockets of
‘wild’ nature in and around her school’s neighbourhood, spots with interesting features and higher
levels of biodiversity, and these have provided
scope for observation, imagination, and other memorable experiences for her students. She has even
taken her class as far as Hinge Park in False Creek,
approximately 2.5km away. She advocates designating one day per week for field trips and exploring the neighbourhood on foot. Find out where the
interesting wild pockets are, the empty lots, and
go there. Establish the habit of going outside in
search of nature and the students will adjust to the
physical demands and rules, begin to anticipate the
positive learning experiences, and thrive.

Resources

This is a selection of leads that we found useful or promising.
Canadian Parks Council. “Connecting Canadians with Nature: an investment in the well-being of our citizens.” 2014. PDF. http://www.parks-parcs.ca/english/ConnectingCanadians-English_web.pdf
This report is a concise summary of the research on the social, physical, and health impacts of nature-deficit on Canadians; contains many attention-catching facts and statistics.
Kallis, Sharon. Common Threads: Weaving Community through collaborative eco-art. Vancouver BC: New
Society, 2014. Print.
This book is an inspiring and accessible exploration of the philosophical and practical framework for
community-building through eco-art; contains in-depth interviews with various Vancouver artists,
designers and community-builders.
Roy, Rachel. “Place-based environmental education: a fieldhouse feasibility study for the Vancouver
Park Board.” 2014. PDF. This short study identifies opportunities for place-based education in Vancouver, including framing the needs and challenges, identifying biodiversity hotspots, and summarizing different models and next steps.
Ruef, Kerry. The Private Eye: “5X” Looking/ Thinking by Analogy: A Guide to Developing the Interdisciplinary Mind, Hands-on Thinking Skills, Creativity, Scientific Literacy, 3rd Ed. Lyle, WA: The Private Eye Project, 2003. Print.
This resource and the associated tools promise a rich and rewarding way of engaging students with
nature, and a good starting point for educators new to place-based education.
Young, Jon, Ellen Haas and Evan McGown. Coyote’s Guide to Connecting with Nature, 2nd Ed. Shelton,
WA: Owlink Media Corporation, 2010. Print.
A powerful manual for activities and structure that challenges conventional approaches to education
and presents excellent alternatives; a great resource to help plan hours, days, and entire projects,
and maintain student engagement.

Appendix: Core Skills for Eco-Art

The first thing a person needs to understand for practicing eco-art is that the art depends on the
seasons; you can’t go to the store with a week’s or even a month’s notice and shop to a list. It takes time
to build an awareness of the plant communities around us and how they change with the seasons. It’s
like becoming fluent in a new language, and it is every bit as worthwhile, because just like a language, it
allows a person to see into new realms.
But this doesn’t mean that it’s magical. Sometimes getting to know the local plant communities
is as straight-forward as realizing that your neighbours always trim back the dead leaves of their banks
of irises or day lilies in October, and asking their permission to gather the dead leaves throughout the
summer instead, because they are lovely for making rope and weaving. Or it might mean that you start
to notice where the groundskeepers of the local parks pile up their red osier dogwood clippings in the
spring for the truck to pick up, and make a mental note to keep an eye out for next year; or that you get
in touch with a local environmental stewardship organization that is doing an invasive species removal
event for English ivy, scotch broom, or the like -- those materials are abundant, and have to be disposed of
anyway -- and help out. It also means that project plans might need to stay flexible, to make use of whatever comes available.
The second concept for eco-art is a simple skill that Haida weaver Todd DeVries shared with Sharon and the Urban Weavers: to test a plant for its weaving qualities, its strength and flexibility, by wrapping it around your fingers; if it doesn’t crack or fray, and it’s strong enough to hold your fingers together
when you try to force them apart, then it’ll probably work for weaving. This test will help you get to know
the plant communities and tell you which ones might be amenable to making eco-art. Obviously this test
doesn’t apply to big sticks; but by the time you’re ready to tackle those, you’ll probably want some more
resources anyway.
The third thing, once you have gotten to know the plant communities, is to acknowledge them and
treat them with respect. At first it may feel goofy to “ask the plants’ permission;” but when you think about
it, this moment of stopping to ask permission, state your higher purpose in harvesting and say thanks,
embodies the crucial philosophical shift that must take place if our society has any hope of attaining a
sustainable pattern of existence. Honouring this ancient ecological exchange -- matter for matter, life
for new life -- is the only way our generations can learn to appreciate what we call “our resources,” and
understand that they are more than that.
Once you have harvested materials, you may either use them right away or dry and save them to
resoak and use later. Use common sense: organic materials will mold if they can’t dry out, so bundle them
neatly and hang them up until they’re bone dry and can be packed away tight for storage. Make sure you
bundle them so that they’ll dry in shapes that will fit inside the vessel you’ll use to resoak them; for example, if you’re coiling up ivy, make sure the coils are small enough to fit in your bucket.
Finally, it will be time to sit down and make something with the materials we have gotten to know,
tested and respectfully harvested: rope. Making cordage is the most fundamental skill in our eco-art toolbox, the foundation of endless variations, and one of the oldest manual skills of humankind -- perhaps the
watershed moment in our development. It is a very straightforward process that we have taught to children as young as five years old, who are able to do it as long as their rope is anchored and they can use
both their hands.
Every culture makes rope and there are many different kinds and ways of doing it. One of the most
common kinds is “two-ply twisted;” it has two strands, each ply twist by itself one way, and then twists
around its partner in the opposite direction. The energy of the twists are opposite to each other, so they
lock. Some of remember “twist to the left, cross to the right.”

Basic Twisted 2-Ply Rope

